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DESCRIPTION
A Caucasian woman aged 66 years underwent trans-
thoracic echocardiography prior to initiation of cloza-
pine treatment for schizophrenia. Echocardiography
demonstrated a mobile 25×20×15 mm mass arising
from the posterior right atrial wall adjacent to the
Eustachian valve. There was no obstruction of the
inferior vena cava (IVC), coronary sinus or tricus-
pid valve. Routine haematology and biochemistry,
including liver function and cardiac enzymes, were
within normal limits. Physical examination and
ECG were unremarkable. Sine sequence cardiac
MRI confirmed a low signal mobile right atrial
mass (diameter 21×22 mm), appearances and
tissue characterisation of which were suggestive of
a benign atrial myxoma (figure 1A). The MRI sug-
gested the mobile mass was attached to the
Eustachian valve by a thin stalk. Intraoperative
transoesophageal echocardiography revealed a non-
calcified homogenous broad-based mass adjacent to
the IVC–right atrium junction (figure 2A). Right

atriotomy confirmed the lesion originated from the
middle hepatic vein/IVC junction. Surgical excision
was performed under hypothermic cardiopulmon-
ary bypass and total circulatory arrest. A bovine
pericardial patch reconstruction of the IVC–hepatic
veins confluence and reconstruction of left and
middle hepatic veins was successfully undertaken.
Histology revealed a 4.8 g, 28×24×14 mm lobu-
lated mass of aberrant non-neoplastic liver tissue
present within the lumen of the vein (figure 2B).
CD34 endothelial staining and smooth muscle
actin tunica media staining were positive. Post hoc
review of the cardiac MRI suggested (figure 1B) the
tissue characteristics of the intra-atrial mass to be of
the same consistency as the liver parenchyma. The
patient achieved full neurological recovery and was
discharged 2 weeks postoperatively.
Only two cases of a similar pathology have previ-

ously been described.1 2 Based on the embryologic
intimacy between the caudate lobe and the IVC, it
is possible that the intra-atrial benign liver tissue

Figure 1 (A) Axial plane cardiac sine MRI with true fast imaging with steady-state precession demonstrates a low
signal mobile mass in the right atrium. (B) Sagittal plane cardiac MRI demonstrates a right atrial mass with identical
imaging characteristics to the liver parenchyma.
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was due to aberrant migration of hepatocytes into the IVC
during embryogenesis.1 Aberrant liver tissue as an intra-atrial
mass is usually asymptomatic. Accurate diagnosis and surgical
resection is important to prevent complications such as

obstruction coronary sinus or tricuspid valve, interference with
circulation and embolisation. Although benign aberrant
intra-atrial liver tissue is very rare, it should be considered in
patients with no known malignancy and where imaging
characteristics of thrombus are absent.

Learning points

▸ Aberrant non-neoplastic liver tissue is rare and can present
as an intra-atrial mass.

▸ It has been postulated that benign intra-atrial liver tissue is
due to aberrant migration of hepatocytes into the inferior
vena cava during embryogenesis.

▸ Surgical resection should be considered to prevent
complications such as obstruction of the circulation,
interference with heart valves and embolisation.
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Figure 2 (A) Intraoperative transoesophageal echocardiography
demonstrates a broad-based aberrant non-neoplastic liver mass in the
right atrium. (B) Non-neoplastic liver tissue (stained with H&E) with
preserved lobular architecture and steatosis (×100 magnification).
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